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Abstract
National data sets can be used by a librarian to compare library collection (materials) spending to
that of similar schools, even if the librarian has little or no experience in statistics or database
management tools. Percentile rank is a simple descriptive statistic that provides a way to present
data with maximum impact on faculty and administrators who make funding decisions.
Librarians must combine knowledge of their local circumstances with a basic understanding of
the structure of the datasets. The article will focus on step-by-step methodologies, illustrated as
they were used at the College of Staten Island, City University of New York. While the examples
used will be budgetary, similar methodologies can be used to compare library services between
various institutions.
Keywords: Benchmarking; IPEDS; collection spending; budget; percentile rank
Introduction
Advocating for library funding on a college-wide stage is an undeniable part of modern academic
librarianship. Librarians take pride in having an outsized effect on their students, relative to the
funds they are given. However, funding is fundamental to the services and resources that
libraries can provide. Libraries can use information from national surveys to compare local
funding levels with those of similar institutions. This data not only allows a library to consider
how it spends its own resources, but it can also be a powerful tool to use as part of requests for
increased funding. If one library gets much less collection funding than another, the underfunded

library simply cannot provide immediate access to the same services or materials. This simple
argument can have an outsized impact on listeners.
This article argues that any library can run a basic analysis with freely available data to
produce a few vital statistical data points that can support funding requests from administrators
or faculty. A few key datapoints can stick in the minds of harried budget decision makers in a
way that more nuanced arguments might not. No matter the background and skills of librarians
available, the analysis is simple. A practical how-to template will be presented in support of the
proposition that any library can (and should) try to work with national data sets. Step-by-step
strategies to calculate several “percentile rank” numbers will allow a library to effectively and
succinctly communicate how their expenditures on collection resources compare to those of peer
schools. This process is part of benchmarking, which compares a library’s practices to those of
similar institutions, and it can be used for many quantitative and qualitative metrics. Qualitative
benchmarking comparisons could include evaluating cataloging or shelving workflows and best
practices (White 2002; Lubans 2002). However, this discussion will focus on collection spending
metrics for its analysis. The datasets and techniques described can be used in many other ways as
well; for example, they can be used to compare numbers of instruction sessions offered per
student or per librarian. The datasets have information on reference transactions, staffing, and
circulation or can be used to gauge comparative library efficiency.
A novice with little or no knowledge of database software like MS Access or of statistical
analysis can use publicly available data and website interfaces to extract these numerical
comparisons. Simply determining that “88% of similar schools spend more on resources per
student than this institution does” can be calculated using online tools and MS Excel. MS Access
can be used for rapid, more complicated analysis (like tracking multi-year trends), with just a

little training. Comprehensive information on postsecondary institutions is freely available online
via IPEDS (Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System), which is maintained by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). Completing the IPEDS survey is required by
law for all schools that offer their students the option of federal financial aid, such as Pell Grants,
so almost all degree-granting schools are included (NCES n.d.). Explanations of what data is
collected can be found on the “Survey Components” section of the IPEDS website (NCES
2020a). An “Academic Libraries” component is part of this survey. The same data analysis
techniques can also be used on ACRL (Association of College and Research Libraries) data,
which has additional information on instruction and reference. While the ACRL dataset is easier
to work with and analyze, as it has more advanced, customized website tools, it does require a
library subscription and includes fewer schools.
The description below will draw examples from the College of Staten Island’s (CSI) data.
CSI is a part of the public, urban City University of New York (CUNY) system of schools.
While the great majority of its students pursue baccalaureate degrees, it also offers a variety of
associate and masters programs, and recently added two professional doctorates to its offerings.
It is the only public institution of higher education on Staten Island and serves a culturally and
economically diverse population; it recently became a Hispanic Serving Institution. Over the past
few years, its full-time equivalent student population has hovered around 11,000. The Library
has 13 full-time faculty librarians, many adjuncts, staff members, and other educational
professionals. The one library must serve all programs on campus, providing a physical space for
library instruction, reference, student independent and group study, and access to computers and
other technology needs. The department’s librarians and staff provide library instruction to
support other department’s classes, teach credit bearing courses on information literacy, run the

college archives and special collections, manage the library’s website and its research guides and
tutorials, provide reference (in person and online), manage the school’s physical circulating book
collections (both monographs and textbook reserves), and provide access to extensive electronic
resources. These walkthroughs below will focus on the budgetary expenditures for these last
elements—the library’s electronic and print collections.
The author wishes to note that none of the data used is in any way proprietary or nonpublicly sourced. All local data was extracted directly from the national agencies (IPEDS and
ACRL), not from any pre-reporting-level data. The author’s job duties include management of
some CSI Library data before it is reported, but that data and any associated access or
information about library systems were not used in any way for this article. Public universities
have been facing challenging budget times and, while CSI’s numbers may not seem favorable,
they represent underfunding and austerity in higher education; they are not a reflection on the
many administrators and faculty who strongly support the library. The school struggles with high
costs (personnel and overhead) that are a part of life in New York. Many students are not college
ready and need additional supportive services outside the library. Even within the library,
information literacy students have needs that are different from those of other peer institutions.
There are many reasons for CSI’s rankings. But librarians must look at how their schools match
up to peer institutions to fully serve their students, even if the results are discouraging.
Carnegie Classification and percentile rank
Some basic prerequisite concepts for benchmarking, and this analysis specifically, are
Carnegie Classifications (CC) and Percentile Rank. The Carnegie Classification is a “framework
for recognizing and describing institutional diversity in U.S. higher education” (Center for
Postsecondary Research of the Indiana University School of Education 2017a). The Center for

Postsecondary Research of Indiana University Bloomington maintains the criteria for each
classification (or grouping) and periodically uses IPEDS data to determine the placement of each
school. The IPEDS data includes the classifications for every school. These categorizations
group schools by various characteristics such as size, type of degrees offered (2-year associate,
4-year baccalaureate, professional doctorate, and/or PhD), and level of research activity (i.e.,
“Very high research activity” or R1 schools). Beyond these “Basic Classifications,” Enrollment
Profiles (with categories like “Very high undergraduate” or “Majority graduate”) were important
to CSI’s benchmarking work. However, other libraries may want to consider different categories,
particularly the Instructional Program Classifications (Undergraduate or Graduate) that define
the type and balance of programs based on number of degrees awarded (Center for
Postsecondary Research of the Indiana University School of Education 2017b). The Carnegie
website provides a free interface to look up any school’s classifications and its “Control”
category—Public, Private non-profit, or Private for-profit (Center for Postsecondary Research of
the Indiana University School of Education 2017c). Schools are periodically reclassified, most
recently in 2018 and 2022. Carnegie Classifications are vital to any benchmarking project, as
they provide a pool of similar, peer schools, for fair comparisons.
Librarians just starting to work with large datasets might wish to focus on analyses that
produce a single “percentile rank” number. This rank simply demonstrates the number of schools
in a group above or below a particular school in a single statistic. Percentile ranks are often used
to evaluate and explain standardized test scores or to compare scores across different
standardized tests. But a percentile rank is not a percentage score on a test. A person scoring in
the 80th percentile on a test has done better than 80 percent of others taking the test, regardless of
what proportion of questions he or she answered correctly. Likewise, percentile rank can

illustrate the percentage of schools ahead or behind a particular institution on a given metric. For
example, rather than saying that of 70 similar schools, School A spends more than 29 schools
and less than 40 schools on library materials, the same data can be described by saying School A
has a percentile rank of 43% among similar schools (40/70). A percentile rank can be compared
across different statistics, or across different groups of schools, even if each grouping is a
different size. For example, a school might rank in the 8th percentile among schools in its
Carnegie Classification, but higher or lower among all schools in that CC that also have a very
high proportion of undergraduate students. Percentile rank is just a way to compare rankings
between comparison groups with different numbers of members. Of course, it could be used to
disguise small comparison groups or to hide irregularities or unusual patterns in the numbers, but
used in good faith, it is a valuable tool to communicate and understand results.
Averages or medians can also be used to judge collection spending norms among a
comparison group, but this paper will not address these techniques for several reasons. Firstly,
ALA and ACRL’s Benchmark: Library Metrics and Trends tool allows for the calculation of
averages across a wide variety of data points and comparison groups. While this ability is in the
subscription-only product, it is an invaluable tool to work with this data and makes such
calculations easily (see Appendix 3, Steps 1-4). Benchmark also calculates median numbers for
select data points. Secondly, averages and medians can be calculated using basic Excel formulas.
Any librarian following the directions in this paper will produce data properly formatted for the
Excel MEDIAN or AVERAGE formulas, in addition to those used in this analysis. But most
importantly, these measures of central tendencies, particularly the average, are problematic
measures for most of the particular data sets associated with collection spending. In any dataset,
figures at the extreme top and bottom of a data set greatly affect the average. Most Cargengie

Class comparison groupings have high variability in their collection spending numbers and often
do not meet the definition of a “normal distribution.” For example, in a set of data analyzed later
in this paper with 108 schools, nearly 70% of schools spend less than the statistical “average”
spend (Association of College and Research Libraries and the Public Library AssociationDivisions of the American Library Association, 2021). The average does not meaningfully
describe the overall shape and centrality of the data. Median calculations (which identify the
number in the “middle” of the dataset) are less affected by outliers, and therefore a better
measure for benchmark comparisons, but still are affected by non-normal and skewed data.
Medians are also of limited use for communicating outside the library. At the median point 50%
of schools are higher and 50% lower, but that particular, single spending number will not be a
reasonable funding request ask for most schools. A percentile rank can be used to show how a
school will improve or slide back amongst comparable schools, even with small changes in
library funding.

Literature review
Many articles and books discuss benchmarking and the IPEDS and ACRLMetrics/ALA
Benchmark datasets for libraries. This article is focused on the technical details of how to derive
statistics that can be powerful tools for communicating outside of the library department.
However, the literature can give a broader view of how to use national data for a variety of
benchmarking and self-assessment projects. The same analysis techniques lend themselves to
many purposes.
Hernon, Dugan, and Matthews’ (2015) Managing with Data: Using ACRLMetrics and
PLAmetrics addresses a whole range of library management topics on assessment, best practices
and evaluation across a wide range of library services. Their book places data analysis in the

context of making decisions about improving library workflows and addresses how to present
and report results. It focuses on using data for self-evaluation, rather than narrowly using data to
justify funding support through percentile rank. Chapter six addresses dataset benchmarking
directly, with instructions on using NCES data and includes screenshots from the ACRLMetrics
website. Unfortunately, the NCES tool they described is no longer currently updated (2012 is the
most recent data available), so there is a need for updated instructions, targeted to a different
purpose and audience (Hernon, Dugan, and Matthews 2015; NCES 2012). Similarly,
ACRLMetrics has been transitioned to a new platform, Benchmark, in Fall 2021. However, the
same chapter addresses the fundamentals of benchmarking, which are important concepts for
working with national library data.
The Association of College and Research Libraries’ (2018) Standards for Libraries in
Higher Education include a similar description on the basics of benchmarking. Benchmarking is
fundamentally about comparing, and ACRL defines the important difference between actual and
aspirational peer groups. The CC and its subcategories generally define schools that are currently
alike in various metrics (size, types of programs, student profiles), but comparisons can also be
done among unlike schools. Aspirational peer group comparisons judge a school against others
that are models for what that school wants to become. For example, a library at a baccalaureate
school planning to expand its offerings to include a master’s program might choose to compare
the size of its collections to those of schools in a master’s CC, to illustrate what improvements
would be expected to support such an expansion. These types of comparisons can be vital for
securing funding or can be used to improve local practices. ACRL’s Standards also suggests
many types of specific financial analyses: “For example, benchmarking can be used to
demonstrate whether an institution or its library is funded or staffed at levels comparable to

similar institutions in a geographic area, with a similar enrollment, or with other related
characteristics” (21). ACRL directly suggests the example of “Total library materials
expenditures per student” (23).
ACRL’s Standards includes many examples of non-financial benchmarking, such as
examining reference and circulation statistics. But benchmarking can also include examination of
less commonly quantified metrics. For example, the University of Virginia Library collected data
in 1998-2000 on shelving turnaround time in response to reports of patron difficulty finding
books. UVA measured shelving time at five of its libraries, creating a small comparison group
consisting of these locations. They also found three schools outside of their system that served as
“aspirational” comparison schools, based on their quick turnaround and high accuracy (White
2002). The UVA study blends benchmarking with management and assessment. Another type of
benchmarking that looked at some metrics not typically part of national library surveys was
carried out by Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona Library and the University of Eastern Finland
Library. Over several years, a variety of studies compared practices between the schools,
essentially benchmarking with a comparison group of one, and focused on qualitative
comparisons. The projects focused on various aspects of quality assurance systems practices,
auditing practices, knowledge management within the library workforce, and risk management
(Balagué and Saarti 2020).
Many other articles, instead, focus on large-scale data benchmarking. Soon after
ACRLMetrics was created in 2010, Stewart (2011) reviewed the subscription service and
summarized its functionality. He discussed the value of ranking institutions and the limits
imposed by predetermined comparison groupings. While his article’s descriptions of procedures
are old, the basic principles of benchmarking make much of the description still useful, even in

the new Benchmark platform. Unfortunately, not all schools have access to the full ACRL data
subscription. Jones (2007) discussed similar work, carried out using the public IPEDS dataset
and website tools. Jones discusses exporting data for final analysis in Excel, using FTE (FullTime Equivalent) as a “control variable,” and the problems with reductionist measures of value.
Her results show a decrease in overall library spending per FTE as schools move down the U.S.
News & World Report Liberal Arts College rankings. This suggests that reductionist measures in
libraries can correlate to popular definitions of school quality that are often based on real
differences in enrollment, faculty hiring, alumni giving, and research production. If overall
spending and collection size both correlate to these indicators, collection spending will likely
also correlate, which can help libraries advocate for vital non-personnel funds.
The recent research continues to use IPEDS financial data, in new and innovative ways.
Hoffman and Godbey (2020) have used IPEDS data to look at how library staffing trends and
costs change over time. They look at trends within CC and control for FTE enrollment, as does
this article, although they also examine total staffing and spending. They bring up a vital point:
analyzing longitudinal data can be difficult, since the information must be gleaned from multiple
datasets, generally one for each year. While they do not give detailed how-to information, the
strategies described below, including downloading material to MS Access, rather than simply
using the IPEDS website, could be used for a variety of longitudinal studies. While the focus of
that article is not on extracting a particular ranking for a given library, a library can help build a
case for increased funding by tracking its own spending trends over time versus those of other
schools. Hopefully, others can use the step-by-step instructions and concepts here to expand on
the work of Hoffman and Godbey.

Method
Using the IPEDS website for collection spending per FTE
While there are many complications to consider when extracting even a basic percentile rank
number for a library for a single type of metric, an accurate number can often be derived directly
from the IPEDS website. Any statistic can be non-representative (as discussed below) and should
be carefully considered. But the IPEDS website can be used to extract certain types of data
quickly and easily. For some calculations, it can be used instead of MS Access, dispensing with
the complications of variable and table name codes (varName and TableName) that are needed
when manipulating the full downloaded dataset.
A good starter analysis is a comparison of collection spending per student at a library
with that at other similar schools. This is a useful starting point for several reasons. Most library
spending analyses need to be considered per full-time equivalent (FTE) enrollment rather than
overall. Full-time equivalent student count is based on the total number of credits taken at the
school, divided by a standard full-time load (usually calculated over a year). Since tuition and
government support (if public) depends on the number of students at an institution, the amount a
school can afford to spend can be tied to its number of students. Even for schools within the
same CC, the student population size can vary significantly and skew the results, unless FTE is
considered. Within libraries, FTE also matters since many e-resource vendors charge different
prices for schools with different student population sizes. FTE is a standard widely used to
calculate other, non-library metrics, so it is familiar to administrators. The IPEDS data precalculates overall library spending per FTE as a “frequently derived variable,” but not collection
spending. Of course, this raises the question of why bother to calculate collection spending per
FTE rather than use the IPEDS calculation based on overall spending. Budget practices vary

between institutions, but often, spending is separated into personnel and “other than personnel”
for accounting and reporting. While, within the CUNY system, 85% of an average school’s
spending might be personnel and fringe, the other portion is likely to be allocated differently and
in separate budget processes (CUNY; University Budget Office 2020). 85% is also a standard
weighting for salaries and benefits in the Higher Education Price Index calculations
(Commonfund Institute 2019). Within libraries, the percent might be lower, but personnel
funding often will still be high; 2016 Master’s University libraries spent an average of 56% of
their budget on personnel (Hoffman and Godbey 2020). Furthermore, personnel budgets are
highly affected by local cost of living and fixed faculty pay scales, or union-protected contracts.
The Other Than Personnel Services (OTPS) budget may be more flexibly allocated. Looking at
collection spending minimizes some of these skewing factors.
The “Compare Institutions” tool on the IPEDS website allows users to identify and get
reports on select data and is the best place to derive a simple comparative statistic. Pre-built “EZ
Groups” allow comparisons among similar schools (NCES 2020b). For example, CSI, can be
compared with other schools in its Carnegie Class and sector (public, private, for-profit). While
CSI has associate, baccalaureate, masters, and professional doctorate programs, its classification
is “Master’s Colleges and Universities.” It is a public school (Center for Postsecondary Research
of the Indiana University School of Education 2017c). Appendix 1 includes step-by-step
instructions for this analysis.
The Compare Institutions tool will generate a file for download with selected data for
only the schools in the comparison group. However, users need to select the particular
“variables” they need in the download. This process essentially has a user pick the questions for
which she wants to see results. An IPEDS’s “variable” is the label or name for all the answers

from different schools to a particular question. The “total materials/services expenditures”
variable in the Academic Library portion of the survey is a close estimate of collection spending.
It includes both print and electronic book purchases, backfile purchases, and all database and
journal subscriptions (NCES 2019, VarTable18). The FTE 12-month enrollment variable is also
needed. It is used in the IPEDS pre-derived variables and will provide consistency with other
calculations in IPEDS. It includes undergrad, grad, and doctoral students (as appropriate). The
final export will include other variables too, including institution name and Unit ID number. The
Unit IDs might not seem important, but they will be necessary for any future data manipulation.
The Unit ID is the unique numerical code for every school in the country that has replied to the
survey.
The IPEDS system can be used to build custom “derived variables” such as a library’s
collection spending per FTE to be included in the download. Appendix 1 includes details for this
procedure. However, the concept of the task is simple: a new set of data, one datum for each
school can be created. This new data will be created by dividing each collection spend by the
matching FTE. The calculation will always involve dividing the total spending by the FTE,
whether in IPEDS, in Excel, in Access, or in a calculator; this is how much is spent per student.
After using the IPEDS tool, the resultant data can be sorted by the derived variable in
Excel. Then the institution’s rank in the group can be seen. In this first analysis (which needs to
be revised for local considerations, see below) CSI ranked 13 out of 162 schools in the 20172018 year or in the 8th percentile (13/162=.08) at approximately $54 spent per student.

Using Access and the downloadable dataset
Basics of the dataset download
The section above discusses how to create one point of data. But what if local
circumstances call for a different calculation? Before a librarian can create different analyses, she
needs to examine the variables and information available in the data. The full dataset clearly
describes itself, both in the basic download and via an Excel metadata worksheet. This
documentation allows users to find specific definitions for each variable. By downloading and
looking at the data, an interested user can easily review its content to find inconsistencies or
oddities that might have an impact on a library’s legitimate benchmark position.
Working with the full dataset after downloading also simplifies the process of creating a
variety of different comparison groups. Appendix 2a gives detailed instructions. Testing a
school’s position in different groupings helps confirm that schools used in the final analyses are
actually comparable to the target school. For example, consider the case of a group of schools
with a similar enrollment profile. The enrollment profile classifications identify the balance of
undergraduate and graduate students at an institution. This metric can have a large impact on
library resource needs. CSI is a Basic CC Master’s University, but its enrollment profile shows a
Very High Undergraduate classification. While a library needs to support all its programs,
greater undergraduate enrollment will mean more support of undergraduate coursework, which
has different costs than graduate coursework support. This grouping also might be especially
useful when looking at circulation/use data from ACRL in Benchmark. IPEDS pre-defines some
comparison groups and school administrators can pick a custom comparison group to submit to
IPEDS. Using Access or Excel, a user can also pick schools individually by title to create a
comparison grouping. While many of these groups can be defined on the website system,

downloading the dataset lets a user view all the variables that might be relevant and switch
between groups. Appendix 2b indicates how to modify the basic instructions for these and
similar analyses.
All data from all responding schools in a given year can be downloaded directly as one
MS Access file (NCES 2019). For easy management, an independent MS Excel workbook
contains duplicative descriptive documentation. The Access file is a type of “relational database”
where a group of tables have designated relationships that rely on “keys” to link the records
between tables. A shorthand way to conceptualize this (which may horrify computer scientists,
but works for these purposes), is to think of each table as a spreadsheet in an Excel workbook.
Many (not all) of these spreadsheets are in one-to-one relationships and could be combined with
each other into one massive, unwieldly spreadsheet with many, many columns. In the database,
this theoretical massive spreadsheet is broken up into individual spreadsheets and the database
software links up the rows that should match using a key, or a unique identifier for that record
(the Unit ID number). Outside of databases, the world uses “keys” too—names, birthdates, and
SSNs. A person’s name serves as a “key” to link data about them in many places. For example,
someone can use their name to get a copy of their birth certificate from the local registry office
and that same name to get their driver’s license photo from the DMV. The file cabinet at each
location acts like a database table and each has only one file of this type on that person. Then
they could join the photo and the birth certificate together in one file of personal documents.
Likewise, in the IPEDS data, to learn both a school’s FTE and its library collection spending, a
librarian can go to two different tables, and ask the database for information related to that
school from each table. The only difference is that instead of a name, a Unit ID number, which is
unique and stable, is needed to ask for the information.

Many tables in the dataset have these “one-to-one” relationships among them. But other
relationship structures exist. A relational database can have “many-to-many” relationships
between tables, but they are not needed for this article’s analysis. However, the “one-to-many”
relationship is important. Consider a different real-life example: a person holds two different jobs
with the same employer—they are a full-time librarian, but also an adjunct for the English
department. For argument’s sake, presume that HR has two salary files for them. They would be
in the same cabinet; all HR salary files would be in it. So, if someone looked through the cabinet,
they would find two files with the same name on them; some people will only have one, others
will have two or more. When the person asks for the file by their name, they will get two files,
and it is their job to add the salary numbers from each together or pick which is needed. This is a
one-to-many relationship—a list (or table) of all employees has only one line for each person,
but the salary files (another table) may have a different number of files for each person.
Likewise, in the IPEDS data, while many of the tables have only one record for each school,
other tables have many records for each school. For example, one IPEDS table has a record for
each subject area in which a school offers degrees. Since most schools offer degrees in a wide
variety of subject areas, most schools have many records each in this table. Each record holds
information on degrees in a particular subject area. This information needs to be matched to data
in other tables with only one record per school (like the table with total library spending) in a
one-to-many relationship. These relationships can be queried in Access, or through advanced
functions of the IPEDS website.
So how does this all work in practice? To get the data needed, a librarian must first look
up the code name for the table needed. Then she figures out what the appropriate name is for the
variable with that value. Next, she “tells” Access about the relationships between the tables.

Then Access is used to ask (or “Query”) the database for that information on all the schools of
interest. Finally, the data is arranged to show rank and percentile rank among different categories
of schools.
Collection spending per FTE
The downloaded dataset allows for easy calculation of the same percentile rank number
that was pulled directly from the website for material spending per FTE. The data has extensive
embedded metadata on itself. When the file is opened in Access, the default view shows each
“table” in the database by its code name, such as AL2018, HD2018, or DRVEF122018. Each
code name abbreviates a descriptive title—i.e. AL2018 is Academic Libraries 2018 (NCES
2019). This data is for the library fiscal year 2018, which usually spans the 2017-2018 academic
year, depending on each school’s financial calendar; the year in each table facilitates multi-year
analysis. For the collection spending per FTE calculation, data is needed from AL2018 and from
“HD2018” or the “Directory Information” table and “DRVEF122018” which has the full title of
“Frequently used derived variables (E12): 12-month enrollment, 2017-18.” Most calculations
relevant to libraries will involve at least the use of these three tables.
Each table code name is defined in the Excel workbook file and in corresponding Access
tables. The primary metadata tables (or spreadsheets) are called “Tables18,” “Valuesets18,” and
“VarTable18.” The “Tables18” spreadsheet will describe each of the database tables and their
name codes (Appendix 2a shows a sample). which can help prompt ideas about other possible
analyses (NCES 2019). “VarTable18,” allows for look-up of each variable by code name and by
full title. It also indicates, in each row, what table holds the variable and carefully describes what
the data represents.

Once a user has chosen to create a query, she must decide on not only the tables they will
need, but also the relevant variables from each by table names, full titles, and descriptions. The
collection spending per FTE calculations will require the same variables as in IPEDS: Unit ID
number, school name, sector, Carnegie Classification, and 12 Month FTE. All these variables are
in the three tables listed above.
After the data has been reviewed, Access offers many ways to define relationships in the
database and extract data. Appendix 2a shows one direct way to create a “Query.” A “Query” is
just what it sounds like—it is a way to ask the Access program to answer a question by returning
information from the database tables. Generally, data is pulled from databases using a Query
Language (a type of code), commonly SQL (Structured Query Language). However, with
Access, there is no need to code in SQL since Access provides an interface that lets a user, in
essence, build their query using pointing, clicking, and dragging.
Next, relationships between the tables must be defined. If a user is doing extensive work
in Access, these relationships should be defined for the entire database, not just for a particular
query. But whether for the whole database, or just for one query, the relationship-creation
process is the same. Most tables in the data are linked by the “UnitID.” This variable will have a
small key icon next to its name which needs to be dragged to other tables. The database already
knows that this variable serves as a key; someone just needs to “tell” it that the keys match for
these tables.
When the query is created and executed, Access will produce a results view that acts like
the spreadsheet downloaded from the IPEDS site, but with more information and flexibility. If
preferred, under the “External Data” tab, a user can export the spreadsheet to Excel. However,
most of the Excel processing can be done right in Access, with nearly the same procedures as in

Excel. The “ValueSets18” documentation table helps match the codes in each cell to their
meaning (i.e., showing that a one in the control column means the school is public). The College
of Staten Island falls under the Master’s Colleges & Universities: Larger programs Carnegie
classification. Using this CC to filter for comparison (among public schools, after sorting and
counting), the same rank is produced as that which was pulled directly from the IPEDS tool—8th
percentile.
One major advantage of working in Access is that it allows for quick and easy viewing of
different comparison groups, without forcing users to go back to the site and download new
variables. For example, a librarian could switch between comparing different groupings of public
and/or private schools in various classes and enrollment profiles. A few clicks can change the
grouping to include only schools with a “very high undergraduate enrollment” profile. Or
instead, a user could change their group to include all sized Master’s Colleges and Universities
(not just large ones), or even expand the grouping to include other schools that also have a very
high undergraduate enrollment, to ensure a large enough pool for fair comparison. Testing this
query, CSI ends up in the 12th percentile of all public schools with a very high undergraduate
enrollment (NCES 2019). This slight increased rank makes sense—the new grouping includes
many undergraduate programs with no graduate research needs. See the end of Appendix 2a for
details.
This process of testing in multiple groups promotes fair evaluation of a school’s true
status among other schools. If one percentile rank is vastly different in any particular comparison
group, one should try to understand what influences that number. If most of the percentile ranks
are similar and outliers have clear causes, then a librarian can feel confident that she is
representing her library’s spending reasonably.

Per program spending (and considerations)
While per FTE spending is great for measuring across institutions, librarians know that
school size and profile is only a small part of how libraries shape their collections. For every
degree program at a school, the library must include materials to support classwork, research,
and accreditation, even if the program has only a few students. But in a simple calculation of
collection spending per program, the per FTE funding considerations are ignored. However, if
one calculates per FTE spending divided by the number of programs (or subject areas), the result
captures both these elements. It is important to understand that, if calculated in this way, the new
percentile rank will be dependent on the original rank. That is to say, if the collection spending
per FTE rank is low, collection spending per FTE per program will also be low. If a library’s per
program per FTE spending rank is higher (or lower) than the basic per FTE spending rank, it
may have fewer (or more) programs than average to support. If a library must support many
programs, funding will be needed for unique resources, even if they are low use. An alternative
way to gauge library spending is to compare one school to a small, selected group of schools
with similar profiles and similar FTE sizes and then calculate spending per program directly,
skipping the per FTE calculation (since that factor is compensated for by selecting only schools
with very similar FTEs).
Preforming these calculations involves working with tables with one-to-many
relationships. The table called “Number of programs offered and number of programs offered via
distance education, by award level” or C2018DEP, lists how many associate, baccalaureate,
doctoral and other programs a school offers and indicates the subject area and sub-specialty area
of each program. Whether in Access or on the IPEDS website, the relationships work in the same
way. The Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) code indicates the subject for which a

record gives information. Whole numbers indicate subject areas, decimals indicate sub-areas, and
the code value “99” represents the total number of programs at each degree level for the school.
To directly count and calculate percentile rank, the final set of records needs to have only one
row per school.
Conceptually, the process involves filtering the records to only include the total number
of programs, or the total number of programs in a particular subject area, for more in-depth
calculations. Records with a CIP code of 99 list the total number of programs at the various
levels (doctoral, masters, bachelors, associates, certificate, etc..) for each school. Other whole
number CIP codes indicate subject areas. Records with code “13,” for example, will have
columns for the number of education programs a school offers at each level, if any. “13.1” will
give the subset of those education programs offered in Special Education and Teaching; other
decimal CIP codes starting with “13.” correspond to other areas of education. Information for
working with the total number of programs in Access is available in Appendix 2b, but similar
procedures will provide data in subject areas.
On the IPEDS website, the data can be extracted for download in the “Completion”
section of the survey, by limiting results. Eventually the user would have to read through, select,
and check off the 13 “grand total” variables from the list of 400 variables presented in the
interface prompts.
Per program and per subject spending calculations directly illustrate some drawbacks and
benefits of working with MS Access versus the IPEDS website. In Access, one can work with
the full set of IPEDS data while the IPEDS website tool limits data queries to 250 variables,
which is fewer than the number of subject areas at each program level. On the other hand, the
IPEDS website does have an advantage in customization—users can easily select records with

full integer (non-decimal) CIP codes, which correspond to summary subject area groupings. This
is an unusual need in business transactions (Access’s user-base), so it takes extra work with
filters to manage, but it is a common requirement for working with CIP codes. In this case, the
specialized nature of the IPEDS interface can provide a distinct advantage.
CSI’s rankings in terms of spending per program are similar to those for spending per
FTE, although the calculations still provide a useful example. If CSI’s total material spending is
divided by total number of programs, the schools comes in at the 14th percentile in the CC group
of 157 schools with data. But this includes schools with a large range of student enrollments. If
looking at spending per program per FTE, CSI comes in at the 7th percentile. That ranking
suggests that CSI has an average number of programs—the rankings are just about the same (7th
or 8th), with or without the per program modification.
However, for the sake of fairness, it makes sense to identify uncommon characteristics of
a school that might skew results. For example, CSI offers many associates programs and two
professional doctorates and has a “very high undergraduate enrollment.” Only 21 schools in
CSI’s CC offer both associates and professional doctorates. Within this smaller grouping, CSI
has a higher ranking at the 24th percentile. Again, this number makes sense—while CSI offers
many associates programs, the school focuses primarily on moving students directly to four-year
degrees. Schools with a large number of associate programs would be the exact opposite of an
aspirational grouping for CSI, so a slightly higher ranking makes sense. This kind of specificity
would have been difficult in the IPEDS system, which would have required extensive Excel
work and repeated downloads.

Library materials spending versus larger school spending
The point of working with IPEDS data is that each school can determine what variables
are best suited for their own comparisons. Looking at library overall spending and library
collection spending as part of spending patterns at the school can help libraries better understand
their campus-wide budget constraints.
Library spending is generally included as part of the “Academic Support” expenses at
schools. A calculation of total library spending as a percentage of Academic Support can be
created using the financial survey components of IPEDS. A separate calculation of collection
spending as a percentage of college core spending, or other spending categories, can be
illuminating as well. CSI spends 0.28% of its overall school-wide spending on library materials
(Appendix 2b). That places the school at 9th out of the 154 schools in the CC—6th percentile.
But if salary and fringe benefits are removed from total core spending, CSI spends 1.2% of its
non-personnel spending on library materials. That spending ranks at 64 of 154 or the 42nd
percentile (NCES 2019). This percentile ranking jumps out as anomalous among other rankings
calculated so far, which should encourage any librarian to do more research.
At CSI, at least two numerical factors contribute to why this particular percentile rank is
unusually high. There may be more causes, of course, and a deeper statistical analysis would be
necessary to determine if these two factors alone account for the size of the difference.
Removing the personnel expenditures created the discrepant rank, which numerically suggests
that CSI’s personnel expenditures might be higher than average within the CC. This is confirmed
by the IPEDS pre-calculated commonly derived variable, “Total salaries, wages, and benefits as
a percent of total expenses” or F1SAFBPC. When arranged by this percentage variable, CSI
ranks within the top two schools, at the top of the CC—99 percentile—with 77% spending on

personnel. This number differs from the 85% number discussed in the introduction, since the
IPEDS variable includes expenses that are not usually part of practical budget allotment (like
university-wide depreciation). However, in this case, the actual percent is less important than the
rank within the grouping—ranking is a consistent measure as long as all group members have the
same rules for calculations.
In fact, all the CUNY schools in the CC are near the top of the rankings. Simply
analyzing the data cannot explain the reasons for the high personnel spending at CSI and among
the CUNY schools. The reasons could be related to high costs of living in New York City,
preparedness of students, class size limitations, or if one indulges in wild speculation, a primarily
commuter campus, full-time faculty/adjunct/staff ratios, and many other factors that would
require an expert in statistics and college finances to unravel. But for the purposes of
understanding library funding, the “why” does not truly matter. What is important is that a
school’s spending patterns mean that collection funding will be competing with other nonpersonnel expenses which might also each be less well funded than at comparable institutions.
The second, albeit related factor tied to the anomalous ranking is that CSI spends less on
academic support as a category than most schools in the CC. The IPEDS data has a precalculated, frequently derived variable for “Academic support expenses as a percent of total core
expenses” or F1ACSPPC. CSI spends 6% of its core expenses on academic support, number 13
of the 154 in the CC (8th percentile). So, if academic support services are underfunded overall,
then the library is competing with other similar service points over a smaller pot of resources,
and, numerically, low library funding itself contributes to that overall low number.
Every school that attempts benchmarking will find its own local anomalies that are part
of their own school’s history, budget, and culture. At CSI, this particular “anomaly” emphasizes

the importance of running comparisons without personnel expenses, since library staffing might
be affected by the same elements that skew the whole school’s spending. Using the IPEDS precalculated figures for overall library spending per FTE, CSI ranks at the 22 percentile (NCES
2019). As this is higher than the collection spending rank, staffing costs do seem to affect the
position, although the low 22nd percentile rank still suggests that the school is not fully
compensating for low material spending with particularly high library salary spending—both
categories are low. But staffing budgets obscure the collection funding trends at CSI, masking
the dearth of collection funding; different factors might obscure the collection budget realities at
other schools. Spending on collections has a certain fixed nature. Libraries all use similar
strategies to negotiate with vendors and, presuming a school is not dropping the ball, more
materials money results in more resources being available. Librarians can counter that with
additional instruction and personnel to help users find alternative resources, but ultimately some
libraries cannot directly get the same articles as others.
Further local considerations and the ACRL Survey
All schools have local circumstances that might make some of the data nonrepresentative, even if it is internally consistent with few anomalous findings. For example, a
sharp change in enrollment or budget from one year to the next might mean that the available
survey data does not represent current circumstances. If a school recently changed Carnegie
Classes, spending might not have “caught” up to the new peer group. It is particularly important
to consider resources whose cost might not be accounted for in reported expenditure numbers. If
a non-library teaching department contributes funds or directly subscribes to a resource, but the
whole school can use it and it is offered among the library’s resources, usage numbers can
appear in the library’s statistics that do not reflect what the library spent.

Many of these considerations will “even out” in the end. Most schools have enrollment
which is stable enough from year-to-year that a mismatch or estimated enrollment number will
not skew the results. Likewise, many schools get resources from faculty departments, and rarely
do they approach the cost of what a library spends on multidisciplinary databases. But to account
for these possibilities, one must use librarian investigative skills! Any librarian wishing to try
these techniques should talk to the person in their library who compiles the numbers that are
submitted for the IPEDS survey. In some institutions, a librarian or staffer may enter numbers
directly into the system, in others, Institutional Research will enter numbers collected from one
or more librarians. Whoever handles library payments and budget or manages e-resource vendor
contacts and user statistics will have insights on the data. This person (or persons) will most
likely know about variations and uncertainties in reported financial numbers. The chief librarian
will know about the library’s position in the campus budget “dance” and should be consulted,
particularly before results are presented outside of the library. If any of these local experts object
to a particular number, or think it is not representative of the school, a responsible statistician
must start talking to librarians in other schools or other consortia for an outside perspective.
CSI has such a skewing variable, which must be compensated for. As part of a single
university system, CSI gets resources that are centrally purchased. While many of these are paid
for out of the library budget (through split bills and internal budget transfers), some resources are
paid for directly by the University, and according to IPEDS rules, do not show up in the local
college budget. At the University reporting level, this spending is only reported as part of large
spending categories that do not separate out library expenses. If this were common practice, it
might not matter too much to the end-result ranking—all consortium schools would have access
to resources not paid for in their reported budget. But after discussion with other librarians, it

became clear that CUNY’s Central contribution seems to be a larger proportion of library costs
than in many other consortia. However, the ACRL survey dataset provides a solution since it
includes a question on external consortia expenses on a library’s behalf.
Working with the ACRL data
Each year the ACRL requests that member libraries fill out a survey on their library’s
characteristics, spending, personnel, instruction, reference, and collections. The data questions
are coordinated with those of the IPEDS survey but are more in-depth. For example, while
IPEDS only asks for circulation counts, ACRL also asks about the number of walk-in reference
transactions and the number of instructional sessions. ACRL data includes far fewer schools than
the IPEDS surveys (1869 in the 2018 data), so combining material from the two data sets can be
valuable. Unfortunately, the complete data is available only to organizations which pay for a
membership to Benchmark. The subscription portion of Benchmark is the new replacement for
ACRLMetrics (ACRL, 2021a). The interface also can do many of the comparison-groupdefining functions that can be done in Access.
To better represent CSI’s available resources, external contributions need to be
considered in the Library’s per FTE spending. For the 2018 fiscal year, ACRL included a
question on spending related to “External Contributions from Consortia.” Here libraries were
requested to report how much other organizations spent on their behalf. This measure includes
mostly collection spending, but also may include outside support of catalog and LIS platforms
(ACRL 2021b). Of all the responding libraries only 222 reported receiving external support, so
the hypothesis that CSI’s receipt of external contribution is somewhat unusual was confirmed.
While some consortia schools (like the UC’s) have significant contributions, others (like the
SUNY’s) do not. This particular variable might not be useful to some libraries, but other, similar

questions from the ACRL data may help many libraries quantify their services, or handle
inconsistencies and lack of representation in the IPEDS data.
Benchmark: Library Metrics and Trends, which was released in Fall of 2021, is a
powerful tool not just to export ACRL data but to visualize it. Unlike its predecessor,
ACRLMetrics, Benchmark focuses on providing visualizations of library data without requiring
data export. Libraries without a subscription can view select datapoints, shown in graphs that
display the local library’s data with average and median numbers across all respondents. Even
without a subscription, a library can see its overall collection spending. With the subscription,
many more bar graph visualizations are available. The subscription allows users to customize
each graph to show the average and median for a wide variety of peer groups. Users can select
peer groups based on location or CC and can also create custom peer groups. Most graphs show
several years of data to help users identify trends. However, the graphs run from most recent to
oldest, left to right on the horizontal axis, so care must be taken to identify trends. If data is
needed which is not represented in a pre-defined graphsa “Report” function allows for data
presentation in tables or extraction as Excel or delimited files.
Subscribers can easily use Benchmark to directly view their FTE spending and create
exports of desired fields. First, a librarian logs in and reaches the “Trends and Statistics
Summary” home page. Next she selects the “Survey Metrics Dashboard.” On the “Collections”
tab, the first graph is “Total Library Materials Expenditures Per FTE Student.” To customize it,
the librarian selects the appropriate “Carnegie Classification Detailed” from the dropdown. The
graph then shows per FTE collection spending for the library and average FTE spending among
the CC. However, it does not factor in external spending, nor does it separate public and private
sector schools. To further tailor the comparison group, the “Manage Peer Groups” function must

be selected from the site’s header. This allows the user to select individual schools to form a
comparison group, which will then appear in the “Peer Group Name” dropdown on all the tabs.
This dropdown can then be used to automatically adjust the mean values for other libraries on all
the graphs.
To download data for calculations that take into account external expenditures, the
“Report” tab is used. Appendix 3 includes full instructions. In summary, a librarian goes to the
reports tab, sets the CC from the “Carnegie Classification, Carnegie Classification Detailed”
dropdown, selects the specific survey year desired, and then checks off all the data elements
needed from the Question Name dropdown. The elements are arranged alphabetically: “(a)
External Contributions from Consortia / Network(s) Physical, “(b) External Contributions from
Consortia / Network(s) Electronic, “FTE Students,” and “Total Materials/Services.” When
collecting data for this particular analysis, librarians should not select “Student FTE”—for
schools that have both variables, the “Student FTE” seems to show headcounts, a different
measure that is not as tightly correlated to tuition funding. Comparing Benchmark values to
IPEDS values and question numbers to the ACRL survey can help pinpoint data definitions.
Next, using the “More Options” menu (three dots) that appears when a user hovers over the
upper right corner of the results table, a user can “Export Data.” Once exported, the file can be
opened in Excel. Using the SUM formula, a librarian adds the total material expenses to the two
external expenditures numbers. Then she divides that result by the FTE. Finally, she sorts from
smallest to largest based on that result number. Excluding null answers, she counts her library’s
position in the list, and divides that position by the total number of schools with proper responses
to get the percentile rank.

If collection spending per FTE is recalculated using ACRL data and Excel (as above),
CSI was ranked 8 out of 108, or 7th percentile, similar to the 8th percentile ranking of the IPEDS
data. 108 represents the number of public schools in the CC that reported both collection
spending and FTE to ACRL. But then external funding needs to be considered. When recalculated, CSI came in number 13 out of 108, or 12th percentile ($75 per student). This is
perhaps the most accurate representation of how to compare CSI’s spending to that of other
schools, but the smaller set of ACRL data means that several particular peer schools are omitted
from the analysis (ACRL, 2020).

Sharing the Data and Conclusions
So, what to do with a carefully crafted analysis? While the path took winding turns, the
benchmarking described above produces a simple statement—88% of public schools “like us”
spend more on library resources for each student than CSI. This was part of the message that the
Library shared with the campus.
At the College Faculty Senate, where every department has at least one representative,
the Library requested just a few minutes to talk to the faculty. The presentation had only four
slides: a basic line graph showing the dropping library budget over seven years, a companion
slide that gave the accelerating percentage of cuts over the most recent three years, a slide
showing decreasing book spending, and finally a slide showing the percentile rank and per FTE
spending numbers. This last slide showed that CSI had the lowest per student spending of
consortium schools with similar programs and reported the overall percentile rank (what would
have been 12th percentile in the 2018 analysis).

While it is hard to measure the effect of any one presentation, the Library’s continuing
efforts to provide transparency about the budget and to enlist faculty to advocate for the library
have produced results. In the time since these data were shared with the Faculty Senate, faculty
have passed resolutions in support of library funding. While these were non-binding, Faculty
Senate advocacy (and frankly, outrage) directly lead to dedicated, unexpected late-year
additional funding that allowed the library to re-subscribe to a major multi-disciplinary database.
This database was originally not renewed for purely budgetary reasons. The librarians wanted to
keep it, but it was the library’s most expensive single resource (outside of those mandated by the
University consortium). The administration covered the cost for a six-month period and has
continued to support full funding for this database over the subsequent two years. Of course,
losing a resource will always be a very direct way of galvanizing faculty anger, even without
collection spending data. But if the library cannot consistently remind disciplinary faculty about
funding deficits, they are just as likely to direct their anger towards librarians rather than towards
sustained budgetary change.
$75 of materials per student (CSI’s final result) often will not buy the library a single
textbook, when students on their own must buy books for ten classes each year. These numbers
look bad and sound bad; therefore, no one wants to dwell on them. Instead, the library tells
students that “almost all the freshman textbooks” are available and the librarians try not to think
of all the higher level, expensive science textbooks that cannot be purchased. Academic libraries
are in a precarious position. If libraries cannot meet expectations or dwell on their weaknesses,
they risk users deciding that libraries do not matter, that librarians’ selection choices are not
professional and are all wrong, and that “Google is better anyway.” But if librarians do too

much—teach extra instruction, advertise, and boast of the quality of their resources—then others
think the library clearly does not need any more money, it is doing just fine!
Simple, clear data points help balance library appeals—librarians can lead with charts
showing decreasing budgets and end with a “take home” ranking, while still talking about
successes and innovative programs as a primary focus. There really is someone in every library
who can do these calculations. Librarians query databases with every search for a book or article;
these steps are just a different type of search. The technical parts of this job can be done by a
tech-savvy student worker; the difficult part is understanding the local considerations, the budget
picture, and a school’s peer groups. But these factors are similar to those librarians consider
when picking a resource for purchase or deciding how to answer a reference question.
Discrimination and subtlety are what librarianship is all about. So, librarians ought to use those
skills to examine their own library and its data—to become certain of the validity of the final
numbers. Then they can throw nuance to the wind and shame the campus to step up their
funding!
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Appendix 1 – IPEDS website and Associated Excel Calculations
1. Select the “Compare Institutions” tool on the IPEDS “Use the Data” website page:
a. https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/use-the-data
2. Mouse-over “By Groups” and select “EZ Group” from the options.
[Figure 1]--above steps
3. Click on “Carnegie Classification 2018: Basic” and pick the School’s CC from the list that appears
on the right.
4. Click on “Sector” and pick the School’s Sector from the list that appears on the right.
[Figure 2]
5. Hit search.
6. Select “Continue” on the search results page.
a. This page shows all the schools in the selected comparison group.
[Figure 3]
7. Choose “Browse/Search Variables
8. Select “Frequently used/Derived variables” > “12-month enrollment” > “Unduplicated
headcount and FTE.” Under this heading select both:
a. Most recent year “2018-19” AND
b. “12-month full-time equivalent enrollment”
9. Select “Academic Libraries” > “Characteristics, collections, expenditures and services” >
“Expenditures.” Under this heading select both
a. Most recent year “FY 2019” AND
b. “Total materials/services expenditures.”
[Figure 4]
10. Press continue.
11. Click on “Create Derived Variables”
12. Select “Ratio” as the Calculation Type and press continue.
13. Click on the white “Choose from My Variables” link (it is just below the Continue button)
14. Select to indicate that 12 month FTE will be the “B” option (bottom of the division).
15. Select to indicate that the expenditures will be the “A” option (top of the division).
[Figure 5]
16. Press continue and enter a name for the variable to be created, then “Finish.”

17. On the next screen, check off the name of the variable you have created, then “Continue”
18. Press continue on the next page; leave all default values in place
a. The defaults ensure that the data will include institutions names and SSIDs, will have full
headers and will be in a CSV (comma separated value format)
19. Press continue and wait for the file to download.
20. Open the CSV file with MS Excel from the browser or downloads folder.
21. Click on the Sort and Filter icon in the home banner and select Custom Sort from the options
that appear.
22. Sort by the derived variable you created and named in step 18.
a. Excel should automatically identify your headers and should select all rows of data.
[Figure 6]
23. Once values are sorted, find the school name.
a. Count the position of the school in the total list.
24. Divide the position by the total number of schools that have a value in the derived variable
column. For CSI in Fiscal year 2019, the unadjusted rank was 3 out of 157 or 2nd Percentile, down
from 8th percentile the previous year (as described in the text).
a. Remember to check the bottom of the list for any schools that have blanks in the values.
They should not be counted towards the rank or the total percentile.

Appendix 2—Access
Appendix 2a—Collection Spending per FTE
1. On the IPEDS “Use the Data” website page, under the “Survey Data” heading, “Select download
option” > “Access database”
a. https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/use-the-data
2. On the next page download the Access file and year for the data
a. For convenience, the Excel “Documentation” files can also be downloaded on this page.
3. Extract and open the Access file from the browser or downloads folder. If file extensions are
visible in your OS, it will end with “.accdb.” The default layout is below.

a. Open the Excel file as well, if it was downloaded in the previous step.
4. Review the table names in the “Tables18” sheet, either in Excel or in Access. Identify tables with
relevant data, by TableName, TableTitle, and Description.
a. In Access, double click on the table, from the list on the left, to see the data.
b. In Excel examine the various worksheet tabs (image filtered to show relevant tables)
[Figure 7]—above steps
5. In Access, under the “Create” tab in the Access Ribbon, select the “Query Design” icon.
[Figure 8]
6. Create relationships between the relevant tables in Access (for the example calculation tables
needed are AL2018, HD2018, and DRVEF122018)
a. In the “Query Design” view, click and drag table names from the “Add Tables” panel on
the right to the center of the screen.
b. Drag and drop the UNITID from each table in the center screen to the others until all are
related. Black relationship lines will appear.
c. Note: if multiple queries with the same tables are planned, step six should first be done
in the “Database Tools” tab under the “Relationships” icon. Here relationships can be
created in the same manner, by dragging and dropping, for tables in multiple queries.
Then the relationships will appear automatically when the tables are added under the
query tab
[Figure 9]
7. Drag each variable needed for the analysis from the table in the center of the screen to the first
cell in each column (the “Field” row). The Table row will automatically populate. For the
example calculation:
a. UNITID (Institution/Unit Identification Number),
b. LEXMSTL (Total Materials/Services Expenditures),
c. INSTNM (Institution Name),
d. CONTROL (Control of Institution),
e. C18BASIC(Carnegie Classification 2018: Basic),
f.

FTE12MN(12-month Full-time Equivalent Enrollment: 2017-18)

[Figure 10]
8. Create the derived variable formula in a new column.
a.

Type in “[lexmstl]/[fte12mn]” to divide collection spending by FTE.

b. Any variables from the tables in the center of the screen can be incorporated into a
formula, simply use brackets around the variable name.
c. Formulas must have “Expr#: “ prefixes, but it will automatically appear.
9. Click on the red exclamation mark from the design tab to run the query.
[Figure 11]
10. Sort the schools by name to find your school in the new “datasheet” view that appears. Click on
the small triangle by the “INSTNM” column label and select “Sort A to Z” from the menu that
appears.
a. To return to the query, select “Design view” from the “View” icon.
[Figure 12]
11. Filter to limit your results to just the schools in the comparison group. (Filtering can be done in
the design view instead with a different mechanism, if preferred.)
a. Click on the small triangle by the “CONTROL” column label. In the menu that appears
pick the number that indicates public (1), private (2), or for-profit (3).
b. To identify the right number, match the Control number from the school you are
working with to the filter, or view the “ValueSets18” table which defines each code
number.
12. Repeat step 12 for the C18BASIC column.
a. If you are prompted for a “Number filter,” simply put the indicator number for your
school in the field.
[Figure 13]
13. Sort the formula-derived variable, Expr1, from smallest to largest, just as the names were
sorted.
14. Find the school name and select the row. The position of the school in the total list will be
displayed at the bottom left of the datasheet.
[Figure 14]
15. Divide the position by the total number of schools that have a value in the derived variable
column. For CSI in Fiscal year 2018, the unadjusted rank was 13 out of 157 or 8th percentile.

Appendix 2b—Additional Access calculations
•

To compare among schools based on “Enrollment Profile:”
o

Add the variable “C18NPRF” to the others in step 7.

o

Add a filter, as in steps 11 and 12, using this new column. A “3” indicates “very high
undergraduate enrollment.”

o
•

To expand the comparison to include other Carnegie classes
o

•

Sort and calculate as before.

Check off multiple boxes for code numbers when filtering by the C18BASIC in step 12.

To look at the total number of programs at a school:
o

Add the table “C2018DEP” in at step 6

o

From that table, add the variable “CIPCODE” in step 7

o

Filter results to include only records with CIPCODE “99”
▪

If filters are running slow, due to the volume of records, filter in the Design View
by adding the number “99” (with the quotes) to the “Criteria” cell in the column
under the variable name.

▪

You can use this same spot to filter for other code values or numbers. Select
multiple values using “OR.” Always put the values or numbers in quotes and do
not put the OR operator in quotes.

o
•

Create a calculated variable, as in step 10 to examine spending per program per FTE

To look at materials spending as a portion of Core Expenses:
o

Add the DRVF2018 table in step 6.

o

Add the F1COREXP variable from that table in step 7.

o

Create a calculated variable, as in step 10-- “[lexmstl]/[F1CorExp]”

No figures

Appendix 3—Benchmark (ACRL Data)
1. Login to the Benchmark website using the school’s IPEDS ID.
a. IDs can be found on the IPDES website
[Figure 15]
2. Review the summary page.

a. The charts on this page are available to all member libraries, with or without a full
Benchmark subscription
b. The “FTE Staff, Materials, & Operations Expenditures” chart displays total collection
spending at the member school and central measures across all schools in the survey
3. Subscribing schools should next select “Survey Metrics Dashboard”
a. The summary page of this section has similar graphs, but now they can be adjusted to
show different comparison groups.
[Figure 16]
4. The “Collections” tab provides pre-calculated material expending per FTE.
a. Set the “Carnegie Classification Detailed” dropdown to select the comparison group
(multiple classes can be selected)
b. View the “Total Library Materials Expenditures Per FTE Student” to compare your
library’s spending to the mean value for your comparison group. By default it is the first
graph on the page.
[Figure 17]
5. To calculate full percentile ranks, go to the “Report” tab
6. On this page “Carnegie Classification” and “Carnegie Classification Detailed are on one filter.
Open the arrows in the dropdown to select the detailed CC or multiple CCs.
7. On the “Survey Year” dropdown, select the exact survey year
a. Do not select ”Most Recent” since this can pull data from multiple years
8. On the “Question Name” dropdown, select all the data desired. For calculating percentile rank,
within the CC already selected, for collection spending with the external spending correction,
the following data is needed:
a. “(a) External Contributions from Consortia / Network(s) Physical
b. “(b) External Contributions from Consortia / Network(s) Electronic
c. “FTE Students” [NOT Student FTE]
d. “Total Materials/Services”
9. Hover over the upper right edge of the result chart to bring up the “More Options” icon (three
dots). Select.
10. On the menu that appears, select “Export Data”
[Figure 18]

11. Follow the prompt to export Excel or Delimited files
12. In Excel create a formula to calculate the variable of interest
a. Use the SUM function to add together total funding and the two external funding
numbers, then divide the total by the FTE
b. Schools that do not include FTE numbers will result in errors; these schools must not be
included in the ranking calculations
13. Sort by the newly created column, as in Appendix 1 steps 23-25
14. As in appendix A, count the school’s position and divide by the total number of schools, to
calculate the percentile rank as in Appendix 1 steps 26-27
15. Remember not to count schools with “#VALUE!” in the new column
[Figure 19]
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